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Abstract
Given a graphG = (V,E) and for each vertex v ∈ V a subsetB(v) of the set {0, 1, . . . , dG(v)},
where dG(v) denotes the degree of vertex v in the graph G, a B-matching of G is any set F ⊆ E
such that dF (v) ∈ B(v) for each vertex v, where dF (v) denotes the number of edges of F incident
to v. The general matching problem asks the existence of aB-matching in a given graph. A setB(v)
is said to have a gap of length p if there exists a natural number k ∈ B(v) such that k+1, . . . , k+p /∈
B(v) and k+p+1 ∈ B(v). Without any restrictions the general matching problem is NP-complete.
However, if no set B(v) contains a gap of length greater than 1, then the problem can be solved in
polynomial time and Cornuejols [2] presented an algorithm for finding a B-matching, if it exists.
In this paper we consider a version of the general matching problem, in which we are interested in
finding a B-matching having a maximum (or minimum) number of edges.
We present the first polynomial time algorithm for the maximum/minimumB-matching for the
case when no set B(v) contains a gap of length greater than 1.
1 Introduction
Given a graph G = (V,E) and for each vertex v ∈ V a subset B(v) of the set {0, 1, . . . , dG(v)}, where
dG(v) denotes the degree of vertex v in the graph G, a B-matching of G is any set F ⊆ E such that
dF (v) ∈ B(v) for each vertex v, where dF (v) denotes the number of edges of F incident to v. The
general matching problem asks the existence of a B-matching in a given graph. A set B(v) is said to
have a gap of length p if there exists a natural number k ∈ B(v) such that k + 1, . . . , k + p /∈ B(v) and
k+p+1 ∈ B(v). Without any restrictions the general matching problem is NP-complete [7]. However,
for the case when no set B(v) contains a gap of length greater than 1, Lovasz [7] developed a structural
description and Cornuejols [2] presented a polynomial time algorithm for finding a B-matching, if it
exists. In this paper we consider a maximum/minimum size version of the general matching problem, in
which we are interested in finding a B-matching having maximum (or minimum) number of edges.
Previous work If B(v) = {0, 1} for each vertex v, then a B-matching is in fact a matching, i.e., a
set of vertex-disjoint edges. A perfect matching is a B-matching such that B(v) = 1 for each vertex v.
Given a function b : V → N , a b-matching is any set F ⊆ E such that dF (v) ≤ b(v) for each vertex
v and a perfect b-matching or a b-factor is any set F ⊆ E such that dF (v) = b(v) for each vertex v. If
in addition to a function b we are also given a function a : V → N , then an (a, b)-matching is any set
F ⊆ E such that a(v) ≤ dF (v) ≤ b(v) for each vertex v.
All these special cases of the general matching problem are well-solved, both in unweighted and
weighted versions, see [12] for a good survey for example.
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In the antifactor problem for each vertex v we have |{0, 1, . . . , dG(v)} \ B(v)| = 1, meaning that
for each vertex there is exactly one degree excluded from the set B(v). Graphs that have an antifactor
have been characterized by Lovasz in [6].
For the more general case when no set B(v) contains a gap of length greater than 1 Cornuejols
[2] in 1988 presented two solutions to the problem of finding such B-matching, if it exists. One uses
a reduction to the edge-and-triangle partitioning problem, in which we are given a graph G = (V,E)
and a set T of triangles (cycles of length 3) of G and are to decide if the set of vertices V can be
partitioned into sets of cardinality of 2 and 3 so that each set of cardinality 2 is an edge of E and each
set of cardinality 3 is a triangle of T . The other is based on an augmenting path approach applied in the
modified graph G′ = (V ∪ V ′, E′) in which each edge e of G is split with two new vertices into three
edges. For each new vertex v′ the set B(v′) is defined to be {1} and we start from the set F ⊆ E′ such
that all requirements regarding vertices of G are satisfied, i.e., dF (v) ∈ B(v) for each vertex v ∈ V and
for each vertex v′ ∈ V ′ it is dF (v
′) ≤ 1. Next we aim to gradually augment F so that it also satisfies the
requirements regarding new vertices V ′ and dF (v
′) = 1 for each v′ ∈ V ′. In either case, the computed
B-matching is not guaranteed to be of maximum or minimum cardinality. A good characterization of
graphs that have a B-matching [13] was provided in 1993 by Sebo˝ [13].
AB-matching is said to be uniform if eachB(v) is either an interval, i.e., has the form {a(v), a(v)+
1, . . . , b(v)} for some nonnegative integers a(v) ≤ b(v) or an interval intersected with either even or
odd numbers, i.e., has the form {a(v), a(v) + 2, . . . , b(v)} for two nonnegative integers a(v) ≤ b(v)
such that b(v) − a(v) is even. A maximum/minimum weight uniform B-matching problem was shown
to be solvable in polynomial time by Szabó [14]. In the solution to the weighted uniform B-matching
Szabó uses the following result of Pap [10]. Let F be an arbitrary set of odd length cycles of graph G,
where a single vertex is considered a cycle of length 1. A perfect F-matching is any set of cycles and
edges of G such that each vertex belongs to exactly one edge or cycle and each cycles belongs to F .
Pap gave a polynomial time algorithm which minimizes a linear function over the convex hull of perfect
F-matchings.
Our results We give the first polynomial time algorithm for the maximum/minimum B-matching
for the case when no set B(v) contains a gap of length greater than 1.
We provide a structural result which states that given two B-matchings M and N , their symmetric
difference M ⊕N = (M \N) ∪ (N \M) can be decomposed into a set of canonical paths, a notion
which we define precisely later and which plays an analogous role as that of an alternating path in the
context of standard matchings. A path P is alternating with respect to a matchingM if its edges alternate
between edges of M and edges not belonging to M . Roughly speaking, a canonical path (with respect
to a given B-matching M ) consists of a meta-path, that is a sequence of alternating paths, and possibly
some number of meta-cycles attached to the endpoints of this meta-path. A meta-cycle is a sequence of
alternating paths such that the beginning of the first alternating path coincides with the end of the last
alternating path in the sequence. After the application of a canonical path P to a B-matching M we
obtain another B-matching M ′ such that only the parities of the degrees in M and M ′ of the endpoints
of P are different.
Equipped with this structural result we show how finding a maximum/minimum B-matching can
be reduced to a series of computations of a maximum/minimum weight uniform B-matching. In fact
we prove that in order to verify if a given B-matching M has maximum/minimum weight it suffices
to check if there exists a uniform B-matching of so called neighbouring type to M , whose weight is
greater/smaller than that of M .
Additionally, we show a very simple reduction of a weighted uniform B-matching to a weighted
(a, b)-matching, which yields a more efficient and simpler algorithm than the one by Szabó.
Related work In deficiency problems the goal is to find matching that is as close as possible to given
sets B(v). Hell and Kirkpatrick [3] gave an algorithm for finding a minimum deficiency (a, b)-matching
among all (0, b)-matchings, where deficiency is measured as sum of a(v)− d(v) over all vertices whose
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degree is not between a(v) and b(v). They also proved that for another measure of deficiency, namely
number of vertices whose degree is outside (a(v), b(v)), the problem is NP-hard.
Another related problem is decomposing graph into (a, b)-matchings (a graph that can be decom-
posed into (a, b)-matchings is called (a, b)-factorable). Kano gave sufficient condition for graph to be
(2a, 2b)-factorable [5]. Cai generalized this result for (2a − 1, 2b), (2a, 2b + 1) and (2a − 1, 2b + 1)
-factorable graphs [8]. Hilton and Wojciechowski showed another sufficient condition for (r, r + 1)-
factorization of graphs [4].
(a, b)-matchings were also studied in stable framework - Biro et al. proved that checking whether
stable (a, b)-matching exists is NP-hard [1].
A special case of general matching problem is an extended global cardinality constraint problem
(EGCC): given set of variables X, set of values D, a domain for each variable D(x) ⊆ D and a
cardinality set K(d), for each d ∈ D, the goal is to find valuation of variables, such that the number of
variables with value d is inK(d) [11]. For empirical survey on EGCC see [9].
2 Uniform B-matching
In this section we show a reduction of a uniform B-matching to an (a, b)-matching.
Suppose the instance of a uniform B-matching involves a graph G = (V,E) and for each vertex
v ∈ V a subset B(v) of the set {0, 1, . . . , dG(v)}. We construct a graph G
′ = (V,E ∪E′) and functions
a, b : V → N as follows.
If for a vertex v, the set B(v) is an interval {c(v), c(v)+1, . . . , d(v)} for some nonnegative integers
c(v) ≤ d(v), then we set a(v) = c(v) and b(v) = d(v). If for a vertex v the set B(v) has the form
{c(v), c(v) + 2, . . . , d(v)}, i.e., B(v) contains all odd numbers between c(v) and d(v), and c(v) and
d(v) are also odd, orB(v) contains all even numbers between c(v) and d(v), and c(v) and d(v) are even,
then we add
d(v)−c(v)
2 loops incident to v and set a(v) = b(v) = d(v). Each loop has weight 0. Apart
from this each edge e ∈ E has the same weight in G and G′. Thus E′ consists of some number of loops
that are added to each vertex v such that B(v) is not an interval.
Theorem 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between B-matchings of G and (a, b)-matchings of
G′. A maximum weight (a, b)-matching of G′ yields a maximum weight B-matching of G.
SinceG′ contains loops, it is not a simple graph. There also exists, however, a simple reduction from
a uniform B-matching to an (a, b)-matching in a simple graph and even a reduction from a uniform B-
matching to a perfect matching in a simple graph.
3 Structure of general B-matchings
Let us first recall and generalise some notions and facts from matching theory. In the case of matchings,
it is often convenient to consider the symmetric difference of twoB-matchings. Given twoB-matchings
M and N the symmetric difference ofM and N , denoted asM ⊕N , is equal to (M \N) ∪ (N \M).
The symmetric difference M ⊕ N can be decomposed into a set of edge-disjoint alternating paths and
alternating cycles, the definition of which is as follows.
Definition 1. Let M be any B-matching of G. A sequence of edges P =
((v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (v2k−1, v2k), (v2k, v1)) is said to be an alternating cycle (with respect toM ) if
• for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k the edge (v2i−1, v2i) belongs to M ,
• (v2k, v1) /∈M and for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, (v2i, v2i+1) /∈M ,
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(a) Examples of alternating cycles (b) Examples of alternating paths
Figure 1
• each edge of G occurs in P at most once,
• vertices v1, . . . , v2k are not necessarily distinct.
An alternating path (with respect to M ) is a sequence of edges P =
((v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk, vk+1)) such that
• for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 exactly one of the edges (vi, vi+1), (vi+1, vi+2) belongs toM ,
• each edge of G occurs in P at most once,
• vertices v1, . . . , vk are not necessarily distinct,
• if v1 = vk+1, then either both edges (v1, v2) and (vk, v1) are in M , or both are not inM .
Vertices v1 and vk+1 are called the endpoints of P and edges (v1, v2), (vk, vk+1) the ending edges
of P .
Examples of alternating paths and cycles are shown in Figure 1.
The decomposition of the symmetric difference of two B-matchings into alternating paths and cy-
cles is not unique. Nevertheless we are interested in maximal decompositions, i.e., such ones that the
concatenation of any two alternating paths from the decomposition does not result in a new alternating
path or cycle.
By applying an alternating path or cycle P to aB-matching M we mean the operation, whose result
is M ⊕ P . We can notice that given any alternating cycle P with respect to a B-matching M , the set
M ′ = M ⊕P is also a B-matching, because dM ′(v) = dM (v) for each vertex v. However not for every
alternating path P with respect to a B-matching M , it is true that M ′ = M ⊕ P is also a B-matching.
If v1, v2 are the endpoints of P , then dM ′(v1) 6= dM (v1) and dM ′(v2) = dM (v2) and it may happen that
dM ′(v1) /∈ B(v1) or dM ′(v2) /∈ B(v2).
We observe the following.
Fact 1. Given two B-matchings M and N . Let D− and D+ denote the sets, respectively, {v ∈ V :
dN (v) < dM (v)} and {v ∈ V : dN (v) > dM (v)} and let D denote D− ∪ D+. Then any maximal
decomposition of M ⊕ N has the property that each endpoint of an alternating path from the decom-
position belongs to D. Also, every ending edge of an alternating path P incident to a vertex v in D−
such that v is an endpoint of P , belongs toM and similarly, every ending edge of an alternating path P
incident to a vertex v in D+ such that v is an endpoint of P , belongs to N .
Since the application of an alternating path to a B-matching does not necessarily lead to a new B-
matching, we need to introduce some generalisation of an alternating path that can be applied in the
context of B-matchings in a similar way as an alternating path in the context of (standard) matchings.
From alternating paths of a maximal decomposition of the symmetric difference of twoB-matchings
M and N we build meta-paths and meta-cycles. Let P (u, v) denote an alternating path with the end-
points u and v (note that u, v ∈ D). A meta-cycle C (of M and N ) is a sequence of alternating
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paths of the form (P (v1, v2), P (v2, v3), . . . , P (vk, v1) such that vertices v1, . . . , vk are pairwise dis-
tinct. Analogously, a meta-path P(v1, vk+1) (of M and N ) is a sequence of alternating paths of the
form (P (v1, v2), P (v2, v3), . . . , P (vk, vk+1)) such that vertices v1, . . . , vk+1 are pairwise distinct. Let
us note that a meta-cycle of M and N may consist of one alternating path of the form P (v, v).
For a vertex v and k ∈ B(v) let uk(v) be a maximum element of B(v), such that B(v) ∩ [k, uk(v)]
does not contain element of different parity than k. From that and because B(v) has gap of length at
most 1 it follows that B(v) ∩ [v, uk(v)] = {k, k + 2, k + 4, . . . , uk(v)}. Also, either uk(v) + 1 ∈ B(v)
or uk(v) is a maximum element of B(v), as otherwise we could increase uk(v). Similarly let us define
lk(v) to be a minimum element of B(v), such that B(v) ∩ [lk(v), k] does not contain an element of
different parity than k.
We define Bk(v) to be B(v) ∩ [lk(v), uk(v)] = {lk(v), lk(v) + 2, . . . , k, . . . , uk(v)}. Note that
{Bk(v)}k∈B(v) is a partition of the set B(v). For a B-matchingM we also define BM (v) = BdM(v)(v).
Given a B-matching M we say that a B-matching N is of the same uniform type as M if for every
vertex v it holds that dN (v) ∈ BM (v).
A B-matching N is said to be of neighbouring type to aB-matching M if there exists a setW of at
most two vertices such that ∀w ∈WdN (w) /∈ BM (w) and ∀v /∈WdN (v) ∈ BM (v) and:
• |W | = 0, or
• |W | = 2 and for w ∈ W BM (w) and BN (w) are adjacent, that is max(BM (w)) + 1 =
minBN (w) or max(BN (w)) + 1 = minBM (w), or
• |W | = 1 and for w ∈W there is k, such that Bk(w) is adjacent to both BM(w) and BN (w).
In other words we allow two vertices to have degree outside of BM (v), but we limit how much they
can deviate from that set.
We are now ready to give a definition of a canonical path - a notion that is going to prove crucial in
further analysis and which plays an analogous role as an alternating path in the context of matchings.
Definition 2. A canonical path S(v1, vk) (with respect to a B-matchingM ) consists of some number of
meta-cycles C1, C2, . . . , Cp incident to vertex v1, some number of meta-cycles C
′
1, C
′
2, . . . , C
′
q inci-
dent to vk and and in case v1 6= vk - of a meta-path P (v1, vk) such that the application of all meta-cycles
C1, C2, . . . , Cp, C
′
1, C
′
2, . . . , C
′
q and the path P (v1, vk) toM results in aB-matching of neighbouring
type to M .
We will often refer to the weight of a path - that is the effect it has on a B-matching M . More
precisely wM (S) = w(M ⊕ S) − w(M) =
∑
e∈S\M w(e) −
∑
e∈S∩M w(e). Note that if S1 and S2
are edge disjoint, then wM (S1) = wM⊕S2(S1). Usually we will write w(S) for wM (S) when choice of
M is clear. Also when constructing new canonical paths we will use the notion of a fine vertex - we say
that a vertex v is fine in S if the number of edges incident to v in M ⊕ S belongs to B(v) and wrong
otherwise. We say that an endpoint of S is fine (wrong) if it is fine (wrong) in S .
In our algorithm we want to subsequently find and apply positive weight canonical paths until a
B-matching is optimal. Let us start by showing that it is necessary to consider canonical paths, that is
that it may happen that matching is not optimal, but there is no meta-path or meta-cycle augmenting
it (i.e. increasing its size). Consider an unweighted graph in Figure 2 and let B(v) = {0, 1, 3, 5},
B(u) = {0, 1}, B(w) = {0, 2} and B(t) = {0, 2}. For every other vertex x let B(x) = {1}. Then
we cannot apply any of the meta-cycles incident to v, because the degree of v would be 2. On the other
hand applying the meta-path decreases the size of the matching. So we need to apply both meta-cycles
and meta-path at the same time (which together form a canonical path) to obtain a feasible B-matching
of greater size.
The definition of a canonical path is quite general, so we would like to restrict ourselves to a more
limited notion. In the example above we saw that we cannot consider only minimal (with respect to
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Figure 2: Example of matching, which is not optimal, but there is no meta-path or meta-cycle improving
it.
inclusion) canonical paths. Therefore, we introduce another notion, similar to a minimal canonical path
but taking into account the weight of a path.
Definition 3. We say that S is a basic (canonical) path if it is a canonical path and for no proper subset
S ′ ( S S ′ is a canonical path such that either w(S ′) ≥ w(S) or w(S ′) > 0.
Observation 1. Let M be a B-matching. If there exists a canonical path S w.r.t. M , then there exists a
basic canonical path S ′ ⊆ S w.r.t M .
Lemma 1. Let M,N be two B-matchings. Then there exists a sequence S1,S2, . . . ,Sk and a set of
alternating cycles C1, C2, . . . , Cl that satisfy the following.
1. Let M0 denote M ⊕
⋃l
i=1 Ci. For each i such that 0 < i ≤ k Si is a basic canonical path with
respect to Mi−1 and Mi = Mi−1 ⊕ Si. Also, Mk = N .
2. M ⊕N =
⋃k
i=1 Si ∪
⋃l
i=1Ci, where every two elements of the set {S1, . . . ,Sk, C1, . . . , Cl} are
edge-disjoint.
Proof. Let us consider some fixed maximal decomposition of M ⊕ N . Let C1, C2, . . . Cl denote all
alternating cycles of this decomposition. ByM0 we denote M ⊕
⋃l
i=1Ci.
If dM (v) = dN (v) for every vertex v, thenM⊕N consists solely of alternating cycles C1, C2, . . . Cl
and M0 = N and we are done.
The maximal decomposition of M0 ⊕N consists only of alternating paths. The distance of two B-
matchingsM andN denoted as dist(M,N) is defined as
∑
v∈V |dN (v)−dM (v)|. In the distance of two
B-matchings it is enough to consider the vertices belonging to D, i.e., dist(M,N) =
∑
v∈D |dN (v) −
dM (v)|.
Let M0 and N be two matchings such that the set D corresponding to them is not empty, i.e.
there exists a vertex v such that dM0(v) 6= dN (v) and hence dist(M0, N) > 0. We show how
to construct some canonical path S with respect to M0 such that the B-matching M1 = M0 ⊕ S
satisfies: D(M1, N) ⊆ D(M0, N), D−(M1, N) ⊆ D−(M0, N),D+(M1, N) ⊆ D+(M0, N) and
dist(M1, N) < dist(M0, N).
We start from any alternating path P that belongs to a maximal decomposition of M0 ⊕N . P may
have two different endpoints or one endpoint. If P is not a canonical path, then it means that after its
application for at least one of its endpoints v1 or v2 it holds that dM0⊕P (vi) /∈ B(vi), where i ∈ {1, 2}.
We can notice that apart from this P satisfies all the other conditions of a canonical path. We are going
to gradually extend P so that we obtain S that is a canonical path. At each stage of the construction the
candidate S for a canonical path has all the properties of a canonical path except for the fact that for one
or two of its endpoints it holds that dM0⊕S(vi) /∈ B(vi), where i ∈ {1, 2}.
Note that in S both endpoints have degree one. If vi is not fine in S it means that B(v) contains dM0
and dM0 + 2, but it does not contain dM0 . Then if we add another alternating path starting at vi it will
not be an endpoint and its degree increases by 1, so its degree is in BM (v). This will be true at each step
of our construction - if vertex v is not an endpoint then its degree is in BM (v). Also another invariant is,
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that if there are two endpoints of S their degree will be odd, and if they join into one (so v1 = v2) then
their degree is even.
Assume then that we have some candidate path, which is not a canonical path, so dM0⊕S(v1) /∈
B(v1). Since N is a B-matching there exists an alternating path P
′ in the maximal decomposition of
(M0 ⊕ S) ⊕ N with one endpoint v1. This path has the property that either P and S both diminish
the number of edges incident to v1, or they both increase the number of edges incident to M0, or our
alternating paths would not be maximal. After adding P to S the following things may happen:
1. P has two different endpoints v1, v3. Then vertex v1 is then fine in S ∪P . If v3 is not an endpoint
of any alternating path belonging to S , then v3 is a new endpoint of S ∪ P and either (i) v3 is
fine in S ∪ P and we have decreased the number of wrong endpoints by one or (ii) v3 is wrong
in M ⊕ (S ∪ P ) and the number of wrong endpoints of S ∪ P is the same as the number of
wrong endpoints of S and we continue the process treating S ∪ P as the new candidate for a
canonical path. If v3 is an endpoint of some alternating path belonging to S , then we have created
a new meta-cycle C incident to v3. If v3 is fine in S ∪ C then we decreased the number of wrong
endpoints. If v3 is fine in C then C is a canonical path with respect to M0. Otherwise it means
that dM0(v3) + 2 /∈ B(v3), so v3 must be the other endpoint of S . Then we have only one wrong
endpoint left, v3, and we continue extending S from v3. Note that now that two endpoints joined
in v3, we will move one of the endpoints to make v3 fine, but the other will always be v3.
2. P has one endpoint v1. If v1 is fine in S ∪ C, then we have decreased the number of wrong
endpoints of a candidate for a canonical path. Otherwise if P is a canonical path we are done.
The only case left is when v1 is not fine but dM0(v1) + 2 /∈ B(v1). This may only happen if
both endpoints of v1 are the same vertex and then we continue extending S with only one wrong
endpoint left.
That way we constructed a canonical path S of M . Therefore, by Observation 1 it means that there
is a basic canonical path S ′. We can continue finding canonical paths in the same way, this time in
M0 ⊕ S
′ ⊕N . Each such path decreases distance between M and N , so thhat way we can decompose
M0 ⊕N into a finite number of basic canonical paths.
✷
Now we are ready to state the key technical lemma.
Lemma 2. Let M and N be two B-matchings, such that w(M) < w(N). Let Q be a basic canonical
path of M and N and R a basic canonical path of M ⊕Q and N such that w(Q) ≤ 0 and w(R) > 0.
Then there exists a canonical path T of M and N such that w(T ) > w(Q).
We defer the proof of this lemma to Section 5 and now let us focus on its consequences.
Theorem 2. If there exists a B-matching of greater weight than M , then there exists a B-matching of
greater weight than M that is of the same uniform type asM or that is of neighbouring type to M .
Proof. Suppose that there does not exist a B-matching M ′ of the same uniform type as M and with
greater weight than M but there exists a B-matching N having greater weight than M .
By Lemma 1 we know that there exists a sequence of basic canonical paths S1,S2, . . . ,Sk and a set
of alternating cycles C1, C2, . . . , Cl such that M ⊕N =
⋃k
i=1 Si ∪
⋃l
i=1Ci. The weight of N satisfies
w(N) = w(M)+
∑l
i=1 w(Ci)+
∑k
i=1w(Si). Since w(N) > w(M) there exists some alternating cycle
Ci among the cycles C1, . . . , Cl with positive weight or there exists some canonical path Si among the
canonical paths S1,S2, . . . ,Sk with positive weight.
We may, however, observe, that if some alternating cycle Ci has positive weight, then M ⊕ Ci is of
the same uniform type asM and has greater weight thanM . As alternating cycles do not change degree
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of any vertex we may apply them after canonical paths. Therefore let N ′ = M ⊕
⋃k
i=1 Si and note
that it is also a canonical path, as ∀vd′N (v) = dN (v). Its weight, however, is greater than weight of N ,
because we skipped applying negative alternating cycles. Therefore we can assume that decomposition
ofM ⊕N does not contain any alternating cycles.
By Lemma 1 there is some sequence of basic canonical paths that forms a decomposition ofM⊕N ,
but it is not neceessarily unique. From all such sequences let us choose the one, such that S1 is a basic
canonical path with respect to M0 = M of maximum weight and M1 = M ⊕ S1. For each i > 1, Si is
a basic canonical path with respect to Mi−1 of maximum weight and Mi = Mi−1 ⊕ Si. In other words
with each sequence of canonical paths we associate a sequence of weights. We want to choose such
sequence of basic canonical paths that sequence of weights is maximum w.r.t. lexicographical order.
Note that when choosing Si of maximum weight we will always be able to complete the sequence
of canonical paths, because Mi is a B-matching so we can apply Lemma 1.
Some basic canonical path Si must of course have positive weight. Let i be the smallest such index.
If i = 1, then we are done. Assume then, that i > 1.
It means that Si has positive weight and w(Si−1) ≤ 0 and Si−1. There exists then S
′
i that is a basic
canonical path with respect to Mi−1 with positive weight. But then, by Lemma 2 and Observation 1,
there exists a basic canonical path S ′i−1 with respect toMi−2 such that w(S
′
i−1) > w(Si−1), and which
contradicts the properties of our decomposition, because instead of adding Si−1, we could have done
better and have added S ′i−1.
Such argument cannot be applied only if the weight of S1 is already positive, which shows that the
claim of the Theorem is correct. ✷
4 Algorithm for computing a maximum cardinality B-matching
In this section we will show the algorithmic consequences of Theorem 2, namely we will present a
polynomial time algorithm for a maximum cardinality B-matching.
First, let us assume that we have some B-matching M . We want to be able to either verify that it
is maximum or find a better B-matching. According to Theorem 2, M is not maximum if and only if
there is a larger B-matchingM ′ such that at most two vertices’ degrees are not in BM (v). Therefore we
can consider all possible sets of at most two vertices - whose degrees would not be restricted to BM (v).
For the rest of vertices we allow them to have any degree in BM (v). This is an instance of a uniform
B-matching, so we use Theorem 1 to solve it.
This approach requires solving O(n2) instances of a maximum weight uniform B-matching prob-
lem.
Now we can find maximum cardinality B-matching. We start by running Cornuejols’ algorithm,
which finds any B-matching or verifies that graph does not have a B-matching. Then we subsequently
improve this matching until it is maximum. The size of maximum matching can be bounded by the
number of edges in the graph, so the total complexity of the algorithm is strongly polynomial.
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Algorithm Max B-Matching
1. Using Cornuejols’ algorithm find some B-matching M .
2. while there exists a B-matching M ′ of neighbouring type to M with cardinality greater than
that of M do:
M ←M ′
3. Output M ′.
5 Structure and properties of a basic canonical path
In this Section we will prove Lemma 2. Let us start with some notation we will use throughout this
section. Each path and cycle in this section denotes a meta-path and a meta-cycle. Also we will use
the relative notation of degrees. If M is a B-matching and v some vertex, then we will use the set
{d− dM (v) : ∀d ∈ B(v)}. Particularly, we will use 0 to denote the current degree.
We say that a vertex v is odd w.r.t. M if degM (v) + 1 ∈ B(v) and even w.r.t. M otherwise. We
will often omitM and say that a vertex v is odd (even) if it is odd (even) w.r.t. M . We will also say that
a vertex v is odd (even) w.r.t. S if it is odd (even) w.r.t. M ⊕ S .
For any canonical path S ofM we will also assume that if any vertex v is inD, then it is inD+. That
is because the case when v ∈ D− is completely symmetrical, so we will avoid repeating each argument
twice.
Now let us state the following observation which is a consequence of the definition of aB-matching
of neighbouring type.
Observation 2. Let M be a B-matching and let S be a canonical path. Let N = M ⊕ S and v, v′ be
the endpoints of S . Then:
1. For each vertex u other than v and v′, then {0, 2, . . . , dN⊕M (u)} ⊆ B(u).
2. If v and v′ are distinct, then for u ∈ {v, v′} there is some k ∈ {0, 2, . . . , dM⊕N (u)− 1} such that
{0, 2, 4, . . . , k, k + 1, k + 3, . . . , dM⊕N (u)} ⊆ B(u).
3. If v = v′ then {0, 2, . . . , dM⊕N (v)} ⊆ B(v) or there are k1 ∈ {0, 2, . . . , dM⊕N (v) − 2} and
k2 ∈ {k1 + 1, k1 + 3, . . . , dM⊕N (v) − 1} such that {0, 2, . . . , k1, k1 + 1, k1 + 3, . . . , k2, k2 +
1, k2 + 3, . . . , dM⊕N (v))} ⊆ Bv.
In the following lemmas we will derive some structure of basic canonical paths, which will be useful
in proving Lemma 2. We summarize these lemmas in Corollary 1.
Lemma 3. Let S be a basic path, such that its endpoints are distinct. Let v, u be enpoints of S . Then
there is no k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dS(v) − 2} such that v allows {k, k + 1}.
Proof. The proof will be by contradiction. Assume that there is a k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dS(v)− 2} such that v
allows {k, k + 1}. Therefore by Observation 2 v allows {0, 2, . . . , k − 2, k, k + 1, k + 3, . . . , dS(v) −
2, dS(v)}. Let m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dS(v) − 1} be such that u allows {m,m + 1}. We will now construct
a subset S ′ of S which is a canonical path and such that w(S ′) ≥ min(w(S), 0). Let us consider three
cases:
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1. m = 0. For any cycle C in S S \ C is a canonical path. So if S contains a cycle C such that
w(S \ C) ≥ min(w(S), 0) S is not a basic path. Otherwise ∀Cw(C) > 0. If there is a cycle
incident to v and not incident to u then it is a canonical path with positive weight. If not then
there must be a cycle C incident to u and v (as v is incident to at least one cycle). We split C
into two paths connecting u and v and we remove the one with smaller weight and the metapath
connecting u and v (from definition of canonical path). We decreased degree of both endpoints
by 2 so it is a canonical path and weight of all cycles and remaining part of C is positive
2. m = dS(v) − 1. If there is a cycle C ∈ S such that w(C) ≥ min(w(S), 0) then it is a canonical
path. Otherwise if there is a cycle c incident only to v then S\C is a canonical path andw(S\C) ≥
w(S). Finally if there is no such cycle we take a cycle C incident to u and v and we split it into
two paths. The path with greater weight with metapath connecting u and v forms a canonical path.
As we removed some cycles, each of negative weight, and one part of C , which also has negative
weight, it follows that resulting canonical path has weight greater than w(S).
3. 0 < m < dS(v) − 1. We take any cycle C . It is a canonical path, so if it has positive weight it
contradicts the assumption. Otherwise S \ C is also a canonical path and contradicts the assump-
tion.
✷
Lemma 3 shows that if a canonical path S has distinct endpoints then its endpoint v allows either
{0, 1, 3, . . . , dS(v) − 2, dS(v)} or {0, 2, 4, . . . , dS(v) − 3, dS(v) − 1, dS(v)}. The first case happens
when v is odd and the second case when it is even.
Lemma 4. Let S be a basic path with distinct endpoints. If S contains a cycle C incident to both
endpoints then one of those endpoints is odd and the other is even.
Proof. The proof will be by contradiction. Let us assume that either both endpoints are odd or both
are even. In the first case if w(C) ≤ 0 then S \ C is a canonical path such that w(S \ C) ≥ w(S).
Otherwise we split C into two paths connecting endpoints of S . As C has positive weight, one of those
paths also has positive weight and it is a canonical path. Case when both endpoints are even is similar. ✷
Lemma 5. Let S be a basic path, such that its endpoints are the same vertex (so metapath from definition
of canonical path is empty and S is a collection of cycles). Let v be the endpoint of S . Then S is either
(a) a single meta-cycle or (b) v allows degrees {0, 1, 3, . . . , dS(v)− 1, dS(v)}.
Proof. Assume that v allows an even degree 2k, such that 0 < k < dS(v)2 . Then let S
′ be k cycles of S
of greatest weight. If all of these cycles have positive weight then S ′ has positive weight. Otherwise all
excluded cycles have nonpositive weight, so w(S ′) > w(S). ✷
Lemma 6. Let S be a basic path with distinct endpoints. Let u, v be endpoints of S . If v is even then all
cycles incident to v but not to u have nonpositive weight. If v is odd then all cycles incident to v but not
to u have positive weight.
Proof. Let v be an even endpoint, and C a cycle incident only to v. Then if w(C) > 0 then C is a
canonical path of positive weight, which means that S is not a basic path.
Similarly if v is an odd endpoint, then we can remove any incident cycles of nonpositive weight. ✷
We summarize those lemmas in the following Corollary. We will often implicitly refer to this Corol-
lary in the proof of Lemma 2.
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Corollary 1. Let S be a basic canonical path with endpoints u and v. Then:
• For every vertex w which is not an endpoint of S , B(w) contains 0, 2, . . . , dS(w);
• If u 6= v and u is an odd endpoint, then B(u) contains 0, 1, 3, . . . , dS(u). If u is an even endpoint,
then B(u) contains 0, 2, . . . , dS(u)− 1, dS(u);
• If u = v, then either S is a single meta-cycle andB(u) contains 0, 2 orB(u) contains 0, 1, 3, . . . , dS(u)−
1, dS(u);
• If u 6= v and u is odd, then any cycle incident only to u is positive. If u is even, then any cycle
incident only to u is non-positive;
• If u 6= v and S contains a cycle C incident to both u and v, then u is odd and v is even.
Lemma 7. Let S be a basic path with distinct endpoints and let v be its endpoint. If w(S) ≤ 0 then we
can assume one of the following about S (but not both):
1. If v is even then v is incident to a cycle of nonpositive weight.
2. If v is odd let C be cycles of S incident to v. Then w(C) ≥ w(S).
Similarly if w(S) > 0 and v is odd let C be cycles of S incident to v. We can assume that w(C) > 0. In
particular, if v is incident to any cycle, we can assume that it is incident to cycle of positive weight.
Proof. Let us assume that v is even. If there is a cycle in S incident only to v (but not the other endpoint)
then from Lemma 6 it has nonpositive weight. Therefore we assume that there is no cycle incident only
to v and let C be nonempty set of cycles in S incident to both endpoints (which means that the other
endpoint is odd). If C contains cycle of nonpositive weight we are done. Otherwise all cycles in S
have positive weight (as the other endpoint is odd), so the meta-path P connecting endpoints of S has
nonpositive weight. Then we can take any cycle of C and split it into two meta-paths P1 and P2 between
endpoints of S . Assume w(P1) ≥ w(P2). Then we make P1 the meta-path of S and P2∪P a meta-cycle
of P which has nonpositive weight.
The other cases are similar. ✷
Now we will prove Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Let M and N be two B-matchings, such that w(M) < w(N). Let Q be a basic canonical
path of M and N and R a basic canonical path of M ⊕Q and N such that w(Q) ≤ 0 and w(R) > 0.
Then there exists a canonical path T of M and N such that w(T ) > w(Q).
Proof. To construct a canonical path T we will consider how Q and R interact with each other, that
is what common vertices they have. Firstly let us notice that we can assume that Q and R do not
have a common vertex v that is not an endpoint of any of them. That is because v allows degrees
0, 2, 4, . . . , dQ∪R(v). Therefore we can create k := dQ∪R(v)/2 new vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk and replace
v with a different vertex in each meta-path or meta-cycle containing v. Each of these vertices vi will
allow degrees {0, 2}, if it is an endpoint of some alternating path, or {0} otherwise. Then any canonical
path we will find in the new graph corresponds to some canonical path in the old graph.
The structure of the proof is as follows. First we will prove some auxillary lemmas. Then we will
split the proof into a few cases depending on the structure of Q and R. If both Q and R have two
endpoints we use lemmas 13 and 14. In the second we assume thatR contains at least two edge-disjoint
paths between both endpoints of R (or equivalently that there is a cycle incident to both endpoints). If
R has one endpoint we use Lemma 18. Finally if Q has one endpoint and R has two endpoints we use
Lemma 17.
We say that a path or cycle goes through vertex b if two edges of this cycle or path are incident to b.
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Lemma 8. Let S ⊆ R be a path with the endpoints u and v such that (i) w(S) > 0, (ii) both u and
v belongs to Q, (iii) S does not go through an even endpoint of Q. Then every path contained in Q
between u and v that does not go through any even endpoint of Q has weight at least w(S) and thus
positive.
Proof. Otherwise, we could replace such path with S and obtain a canonical path of greater weight than
Q.
Lemma 9. Let S be a path P(c, d) of positive weight such that both c and d lies on Q.
Then, the existence in the graph of any of the listed below implies the existence of a canonical path
T w.r.t. M such that w(T ) > w(Q):
1. S such that there exists a path P(c, d) contained in Q that does not go through any endpoint of
Q;
2. Q has two odd end-points a and b and S either contains a path P(a, b) or Q contains a path
P(c, d) that contains a path P(a, b)
Proof. If there exists a path P(c, d) contained in Q that does not go through any endpoint of Q, then by
Lemma 8 P(c, d) has positive weight and P(c, d) ∪ S form a positive cycle that goes only through even
vertices and hence is a canonical path w.r.tM .
Suppose now that both a and b are odd. Thus Q contains exactly one path connecting a and b.
Assume also that Q contains a path P ′ = P(c, d) that contains a path P(a, b). One endpoint of
P ′, say c must lie on a cycle C1 of Q incident to a and the other - d on a cycle C2 incident to Q. This
means that we can extract from C1 and C2 positive weight paths P1 = P(a, c) and P2 = P(b, d). Then
S ∪ P1 ∪ P2 is a positive canonical path w.r.t. M . Let us notice that this holds regardless of the fact if
S goes through a or b or even both of them.
Suppose now that S contains a path P(a, b). Therefore S consists of paths: P1 = P(c, a),P0 =
P(a, b) and P2 = P(b, d). If w(P0) > 0, we are done. Otherwise, w(P1) + w(P2) > 0. By Lemma
8 this means that w(Q) contains two edge-disjoint paths P ′1 = P(a, c) and P
′
2 = P(d, b) such that
w(P ′1) +w(P
′
2) ≥ w(P1) +w(P2) > 0. Then P
′
1 ∪P
′
2 ∪ S forms a positive canonical path w.r.tM . ✷
We assume that Q has two endpoints a and b and R has two endpoints c and d.
Lemma 10. Let C ⊂ R be a cycle with positive weight that contains at least one of the endpoints of Q.
Then there exists a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Proof.
Case: C contains no odd vertex. C forms then a canonical path.
Case: C contains at least two odd vertices. Suppose that C contains k odd vertices. We then split
C into k paths with odd endpoints. At least one of these paths must have positive weight and forms a
canonical path with positive weight.
Case: C contains exactly one odd vertex c that belongs to R \ Q. C must contain at least one even
endpoint ofQ. We split C into three paths or two paths depending on whether C contains one or two even
endpoints of Q. We choose the path S with positive weight. If the endpoints of S are even endpoints of
Q, we are done - by Lemma 9. Otherwise one of the endpoints of S is c and the other an even endpoint
of Q, let us call it b. By Lemma 7 Q contains a cycle C′ going through b that has non-positive weight.
Also, if Q has two even endpoints a and b, then C′ does not go through a. Then Q ∪ S \ C′ forms a
canonical path with the endpoints a and c and weight greater than that of Q.
Case: C contains exactly one odd vertex a that belongs to Q. If C does not contain a vertex that is
odd w.r.t. Q, we can see that Q ∪ C is of the same uniform type as Q and has bigger weight. Assume
then that C contains a vertex that is odd w.r.t. Q. Let us note that C cannot contain two vertices that are
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odd w.r.t. Q because by Lemma 4 a basic canonical path with two endpoints does not contain a cycle
that goes through both endpoints if both of them are odd or both of them are even.
Let us consider first the case when a = c and a is odd w.r.t. Q. We remove from Q a path between
a and b of minimum weight and each cycle incident to b and not going through a - the remaining
part of Q has positive weight or smaller than that of Q. It is so because each cycle contained in Q
going through a and not b has positive weight, each cycle going through b and not a has non-positive
weight and either each path between a and b has positive weight or at least one of them has non-positive
weight. To thus modified Q we add C and obtain a canonical path Q′ with one endpoint a such that
degQ′(a) = degQ(a) + 1.
Now we assume that C contains a vertex d 6= a that is odd w.r.t. Q. If C goes through an even
endpoint b of Q, we proceed as follows. By Lemma 7 Q contains a cycle C′ with non-positive weight
going through b. Thus Q \ C′ ∪ C forms a canonical path with the endpoints a and b and weight greater
than w(Q). Next we examine the case when C does not go through any endpoint of Q different from a.
If Q contains a cycle C′ with non-positive weight going through both b and d, where b is even then
there exists a path P ⊂ Q between d and b of non-positive weight and we build Q′ = Q∪ C \ P, which
is a canonical path with the endpoints a and d and weight greater than w(Q).
Otherwise, we buildQ′ as follows - we extract fromQ a path S between a and d - note thatw(S) > 0
by Lemma 8 as C contains a path between a and d of positive weight. Next we add every cycle contained
in Q incident to a but not the one containing S - each such cycle has positive weight. Q′ also contains
C. The weight ofQ′ is clearly positive. It is also a canonical path with the endpoints a and d because the
degree of a inQ′ is odd and degQ′(d) = degQ(d)+ 1. To see that the degree of d inQ
′ is as claimed let
us notice that d does not belong to any cycle contained in Q that goes through b and with non-positive
weight, which means that d either lies on a path between a and b or on a cycle incident to a. Also, there
cannot exist two edge-disjoint paths between a and b going through d because then they would form
two edge-disjoint cycles - one going through a and d and the other through b and d. If the cycle going
through b and d has positive weight, it forms a canonical path because it does not go through any odd
vertex. ✷
Lemma 11. Let C ⊂ R be a cycle with positive weight such that it goes through c and c ∈ Q. Then
there exists a canonical path T w.r.t. M such that w(T ) > w(Q).
Proof. The only case that requires explanation is when C does not contain any end-point of Q. Other
cases are covered by Lemma 10 above. Then C itself forms a canonical path because it does not go
through any odd vertex. ✷
Lemma 12. Let Z ⊆ R consist of a path between c and b and cycles incident to c and be such that it
does not go through any even end-point of Q. Also, w(Z) > 0, b is even and c is fine in Q ∪ Z . If Z
goes through d, then d is even.
Then there exists a canonical path w.r.t. M with weight greater than that of Q.
Proof. By Lemma 7 Q contains a cycle C incident to b of non-positive weight.
Suppose first that c belongs to C. It means that c ∈ Q and thus by Lemmas 10 and 11, c is either even
w.r.t. Q or degQ∪Z(c) = degQ∪R(c) = degQ(c) + 1. We extract from C a path P with the endpoints b
and c and non-positive weight. We construct Q′ = Q∪Z \P. Q′ is a canonical path with the endpoints
a and b because the degrees of c in Q′ and in Q have the same parity and the degree of b is the same in
Q′ as in Q. If c does not belong to C, we construct Q′ = Q ∪ Z \ C. Q′ is a canonical path with the
endpoints a and c. In both cases w(Q′) > w(Q). ✷
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Lemma 13. IfR contains a path Rmax between c and d and no cycle going through both c and d, then
there exists a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Proof. The general approach in this proof is the following. We start by considering a set Z consisting of
a path Rmax and every cycle C ⊂ R that does not go through any endpoint of Q. By Lemmas 10 and
11 the weight of Z is positive because every cycle C ⊂ R that we have not included has non-positive
weight. If both c and d is fine in Q ∪ Z , we either go to the second or the last case of this proof, or if
Rmax goes through an even endpoint of Q, we split Z into parts and apply Lemma 12. Observe that c
is not fine in Q ∪ Z iff c is even w.r.t. Q (and thus also even) and some cycle C ⊂ R goes through c
and an endpoint of Q. This is because the degree of c is odd in Q∪Z . Next we want to add parts of the
non-selected cycles to Z to make c and d fine in Q ∪ Z or show directly that a given case implies that
w(Q) is already positive.
Also in the proof we often assume that {a, b} ∩ {c, d} = ∅, but the claim of the lemma also holds if
some of the endpoints are the same.
In the rest of the proof by saying that an endpoint v is fine we mean that v is fine in Q ∪ Z . Let us
also note that a vertex that is not fine must be even.
Case: (i) d is not fine and some cycle C ⊂ R incident to d goes through an even endpoint b of Q
and (ii) c is fine or no cycle C′ ⊂ R incident to c goes through any even endpoint of Q.
We apply Lemma 12.
Case: both c and d are not fine in Q ∪ Z .
There exists then a cycle C1 ⊂ R incident to c that goes through a and a cycle C2 ⊂ R incident to
d that goes through b. We split C1 into two paths between a and c and choose the one with maximum
weight - let us call it P1. Similarly, we split C2 into two paths between b and d and choose the one with
maximum weight and call it P2.
We note that the path S = Rmax ∪ P1 ∪P2 has positive weight. (Every cycle C ⊂ R incident to an
endpoint of R has non-positive weight because it either goes through some endpoint of Q and then by
Lemma 10 it has non-positive weight or it goes only through even vertices and if such a cycle existed, it
would form a canonical path with positive weight. Therefore w(Rmax) ≥ w(Z) > 0.)
If both a and b are even or both of them are odd, we are done, as either S forms a canonical path
w.r.t. M or by Lemma 9 its existence implies the existence of a positive cycle going only through even
vertices. The case when a is odd and b is even is covered above. Let us note that if Rmax goes through
some endpoint(s) of Q, we may also need to split S .
Case: (i) d is fine and belongs to a cycle C ⊂ Q of non-positive weight that goes through an even
endpoint b of Q and (ii) c is fine or no cycle C′ ⊂ R incident to c goes through any even endpoint
of Q.
Let us notice that regardless of the fact if d is fine or not, if we reduce its degree from in Q ∪ Z by
one, it will be fine, i.e., degQ∪Z(d) − 1 ∈ B(d). The same holds for c.
If C does not go through c, we extract from C a path P with the endpoints b and d and non-positive
weight. If c is not fine, we add all cycles contained inR incident to c to Z . Each such cycle goes through
an odd endpoint a of Q. As a result c is fine and the weight of Z remains positive. Next we construct
Q′ = Q∪ Z \ P, which is a canonical path with the endpoints a and c and weight greater than w(Q).
If C goes through c, we extract from C a path P with the endpoints b, d or b, c or c, d and non-positive
weight. If P has endpoints b, d, we proceed as above. Otherwise we build Q′ = Q ∪ Z \ P and obtain
a canonical path with the endpoints a and d, or a and b; and weight greater than w(Q).
Case: c /∈ Q, c is fine and d is not.
There exists then a cycle C ⊂ R incident to d that contains some odd endpoint of Q. We are
able to extract from C a path (i) with one endpoint equal to d and the other either a or b such that
w(P) ≥ w(C)/2 and P does not go through any even endpoint of Q or (ii) with two even endpoints of
Q and positive weight. If P is as in (ii), we can apply Lemma 8.
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We construct Q1 = Z ∪ P. Note that d is even. d is therefore fine in Q1. Also, c is fine. If Q1 does
not go through any endpoint of Q, it forms a canonical path with the endpoints a and c. Otherwise we
split it and obtain a canonical path with two odd endpoints or apply Lemma 12.
Case: c /∈ Q, both c and d are fine.
Note that d ∈ Q. Otherwise Z would form a canonical path with positive weight. If Z goes through
some even endpoint(s) of Q, we split it and apply Lemma 12 or Lemma 9.
If d lies on a cycle C ⊂ Q incident to an odd endpoint a ofQ, we extract from C a path P of positive
weight and then P ∪ Z forms a canonical path of positive weight.
If d lies on a path P between a and b, we take either one part of Q and Z or the other and Z and
obtain a canonical path of weight greater than w(Q).
Case: a and b are odd, a cycle C ⊂ R incident to c goes through a and b. It means that R does
not contain any cycle incident to d that goes through a or b and thus that d is fine in Q ∪ Z . Also we
may assume that d ∈ Q - the other case is already covered above. We split C into three meta-paths
P1 = P(a, b),P2 = P(a, c),P3 = P(b, c).
We observe that every cycle contained in R has non-positive weight. Therefore w(Rmax) > 0
because w(R) > 0.
We will show that C ∪Rmax contains two paths S1 = P(a, d) and S2 = P(b, d), each of which has
positive weight. We know that w(C ∪ Rmax) > 0. If w(P3) < 0, then S1 = P1 ∪ P2 ∪
Rmax has positive weight. Otherwise S1 = P3 ∪ Rmax has positive weight. Similarly, if w(P2) < 0,
then S2 = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ Rmax has positive weight and otherwise S2 = P2 ∪ Rmax has positive weight.
Using Lemma 8, we know that any path P ⊂ Q between a and b has positive weight, which means that
the whole Q has positive weight. It is so because every cycle contained in Q is incident to exactly one
odd endpoint of Q and has positive weight.
Let us observe that d cannot coincide with either a or b as R contains only one path between c and
d. If c coincides with either a or b the arguments above hold.
Case: a and b are odd, a cycle C1 ⊂ R incident to c goes through a and a cycle C2 ⊂ R incident to
c goes through b. Again, we may assume that d ∈ Q. We again observe that every cycle contained in
R has non-positive weight. Therefore w(Rmax) > 0 because w(R) > 0.
We show that w(Q) > 0. To this end it suffices to show that the path P(a, b) ⊆ Q has positive
weight. We extract from C1 and C2 paths P1 and P2, correspondingly between a and c and b and d such
that w(P1) ≥ w(C1)/2 and w(P2) ≥ w(C2)/2. It means that w(Rmax ∪P1) > 0 and w(Rmax ∪P2) >
0. This in turn means that w(P(a, d) ⊆ Q) > 0 and w(P(b, d) ⊆ Q) > 0. Hence w(P(a, b) ⊆ Q) > 0.
Similarly as in the case above d cannot coincide with either a or b and if c coincides with either a or
b the arguments above hold.
Case: d ∈ Q is fine, c is not and c /∈ Q.
It means that there exists C ⊂ R incident to c that goes through exactly one odd endpoint of Q - a -
other cases are dealt with above.
We proceed as follows. We extract from C a path P1 with the endpoints a and c such that w(P1) ≥
w(C)/2. We extend the set Z so that it contains every cycle C ⊂ R that goes through a and does not
contain P1. Q2 consists ofZ and a pathP ⊆ Q between a and d. w(P) > 0 because w(P1∪Rmax) > 0.
Therefore Q2 has positive weight and is a canonical path with the endpoints a and c.
We are left with the following case. Case: (i) both c ∈ Q and d ∈ Q and (ii) d is fine and (iii) (a)
c is fine or (b) a is an odd endpoint of Q and every cycle C ⊂ R incident to c that goes through an
endpoint of Q, goes through a and through no other endpoint of Q.
We extend the set Z so that it contains every cycle C ⊂ R that goes through a. Now, both c and d
are fine.
We may assume that neither c nor d lies on a cycle C′ ⊂ Q of non-positive weight that goes through
an even endpoint of Q. We may also assume that either every path connecting c and d contained in Q
goes through some end-point of Q or that Rmax goes through an odd end-point of Q - otherwise we can
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apply Lemma 8.
Claim 1. If b is even and Q contains a path T connecting b and d with non-positive weight and such
that T does not go through c or any even end-point of Q, then Q′ = Q∪Z \ T is a canonical path w.r.t
M having weight greater than w(Q).
We are left with the following cases:
1. c and d both lie on the path connecting a and b in Q and Rmax goes through a.
2. c lies on a cycle of Q incident to a and d on a path between a and b in Q.
3. two different cycles of Q incident to a.
4. c and d lie on two different paths connecting a and b.
In the other cases we may use Lemma 9. In each of the above cases we remove from Q: T - a path
contained in Q connecting d and b and also all cycles going through b but not going through c or d.
We obtain an edge-set Q′ which is a canonical path w.r.t. M with the endpoints a and c. We show that
w(Q′) > 0.
In the first case it is enough to show that a path P connecting a and d that belongs toQ∩Q′ has non-
negative weight. We split P andRmax into two paths: correspondingly P1 = P(a, c) and P2 = P(c, d)
and S1 = P(c, a) and S2 = P(a, d). The weight of P2 is positive because w(Rmax) > 0 and by
Lemma 8. It holds that w(S1) > 0 or w(S2) > 0. If w(S2) > 0, then w(P) > 0 and we are done. In the
other case, w(P1) > 0 (because w(S1) > 0 and by Lemma 8). We also already know that w(P2) > 0,
which means that w(P) > 0.
In the second case let us note that any path T ′ ⊂ Q connecting c and d has positive weight by
Lemma 8 and the fact that w(Rmax) > 0. Let us notice that the part of Q
′ that is contained in Q
consists of one such path T ′ and some number of cycles incident to a, all of which have non-negative
weight. Since Q′ = (Q′ ∩ Q) ∪ Z), we are done.
In the third case the cycle C contained inQ going through a and d has positive weight and if we split
it into two paths connecting a and d, while building Q′ we can remove that path, whose weight is not
bigger. Therefore Q′∩Q consists of one such path contained in C and some number of cycles contained
in Q and going through a.
In the fourth case, we use the fact that every path contained in Q connecting b and d has positive
weight, because we may assume that we cannot use Claim 1. ✷
Lemma 14. If R contains two edge-disjoint paths between c and d, then there exists a canonical path
of weight greater than Q.
Proof.
Exactly one of the end-points ofR is odd w.r.t. Q, assume it is c. Let us note that if c ∈ Q, then c is
also even.
Suppose first that R contains a cycle C of positive weight. If C does not contain any odd vertices, C
constitutes a canonical path and we are done. By Lemma 10, if C contains any of the vertices {a, b}, we
are also done.
Let us notice that R always contains some cycle C of positive weight. Any cycle C′ ⊂ R going
through c and not d is of positive weight. Such cycle C′ for sure does not go through a or b (by Lemmas
8 and 9). Also, if C′ exists, it means that c /∈ Q.
If such C′ does not exist, then R contains two edge-disjoint paths R1,R2 between c and d such that
w(R1 ∪R2) > 0. Such edge-set must contain some cycle C of positive weight.
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The only possibility that C ⊂ R of positive weight does not imply the existence of a canonical path
with positive weight is when C goes through c, c does not belong toQ (c is odd) and goes through neither
a nor b. For the rest of the proof suppose that this is the case.
Suppose now that some path S ⊂ R between c and d contains some endpoint ofQ. We consider the
set Z ⊆ R that consists of edge-disjoint paths S1, . . . ,Sk,S , each with the endpoints c and d and such
that either (i)R does not contain C′ as above and then no path Si contains any end-point ofQ and k ≥ 2
or (ii) R contains some C′ as above and then Z contains additionally every such cycle and k = 1; also
w(Z) > 0. Let us note that such Z always exists.
Suppose that S contains exactly one endpoint of Q - a which is odd or exactly one even endpoint -
b and that Z is as in case (i). If k is odd, we consider S ′ ⊂ S - a path between c and the distinguished
endpoint. If w(S ′) ≤ 0, Z \S ′ is either a canonical path with the endpoints a and c with positive weight
or we can apply Lemma 12 to it. If w(S ′) > 0, again S ′ is either a canonical path with the endpoints a
and c with positive weight (if the distinguished endpoint is an odd endpoint a) or we can apply Lemma
12 to it. If k is even, we proceed in the same way but considering S ′′ ⊂ S - a path between d and the
distinguished endpoint.
If S contains two odd endpoints of Q or two even endpoints, we act similarly but split S into three
paths with the endpoints a and b, a and c, and b and d.
Suppose now that no path S ⊂ R between c and d contains any endpoint of Q.
It means that there exists a cycle C ⊂ R that goes through some endpoint a ofQ. It also goes through
d and not c and also has non-positive weight. We split C either into three paths P1 = P (a, b), P2 =
P (a, d), P3 = P (b, d) - if C goes also through b, or two paths with the endpoints a and d.
If w(P1) > 0 and both a and b are even or both a and b are odd, we are done - by Lemmas 8 and 9.
Otherwise we are able to extract from C a path with one endpoint equal to d and the other either a or b
such that w(P ) ≥ w(C)/2 and P does not go through any even endpoint of Q.
We construct Q1. It consists of every path S ⊂ R with the endpoints c and d. P and each cycle
contained in R incident to c but not d. Clearly w(Q1) > 0 as in order to obtain Q1, we have removed
from R at most w(C)/2 which has non-positive weight and possibly some cycles ofR incident to d but
not c, each one also with non-positive weight.
Note that d is even in Q1. It is also fine in Q1 as degQ1(d) < degQ(d). Also c is fine in Q1 as well
as d is fine in Q ∪Q1 - the degrees of c are the same in Q1 and Q ∪Q1.
If P ends at an odd end-point, say a, of Q - Q1 forms a canonical path with the endpoints a and c.
Otherwise we can treat Q1 as Z from Lemma 12.
✷
Lemma 15. Suppose that Q has one endpoint a and there is a positive meta-path S between a and c.
Suppose also that c is incident to Q and is fine in Q ∪ S and if S contains d then d is even. Then there
exists a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Proof. IfQ contains a non-positive meta-cycle incident to c we split it into two paths and replace lighter
of them with S. Otherwise c with all cycles of Q incident to c is a positive canonical path, because not
all cycles of Q are positive and so a is fine. ✷
Lemma 16. Suppose that Q has one endpoint a and Z contains a meta-path S between a and c and
possibly some positive cycles incident to c, but not containing d. Suppose also that Z is positive, c is fine
in Q ∪ Z and if S goes through d then d is even. Then there exists a canonical path of weight greater
than Q.
Proof. If any cycle of Z is incident to a then we use Lemma 11. If c /∈ Q then Z is a positive canonical
path. If c ∈ Q and Z contains some cycle we use Lemma 10. Finally if c ∈ Q and Z does not contain
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any cycle we use Lemma 15. ✷
Lemma 17. Suppose that Q has one endpoint a and R has two endpoints c and d. Then there exists a
canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Proof. If Q is a single meta-cycle and 1 /∈ B(a) then R ∪ Q is a canonical path. Let Rmax denote
meta-path of R between c and d of maximum weight.
Case: a = c and d /∈ Q.
If R contains a positive cycle C incident to c, but not to d, we replace any non-positive cycle of Q
with C . If d is odd, then let C denote cycles of R incident to d, but not to c. Each of them has positive
weight, so C ∪Rmax also has positive weight and is a canonical path. If d is even and there are at least
two meta-paths of R between c and d then we choose from them two heaviest paths and they form a
cycle incident to c and d and we replace one of cycles of Q with it. Finally if d is even and there is
exactly one meta-path ofR between c and d then Rmax with cycles ofR incident to d form a canonical
path of positive weight.
Case: a = c and d ∈ Q. If there is a positive meta-cycle of R incident only to one of its endpoints we
use Lemma 11. Otherwise set of all meta-paths of R between c and d have positive weight. If d is odd
w.r.t. Q then we use Lemma 15 by setting S = Rmax. Otherwise we choose two heaviest meta-paths of
R between c and d and they form a cycle C of positive weight. Then we replace any non-positive cycle
of Q with C .
Case: a /∈ R. If there is a cycle of Q incident to both endpoints of R then these endpoints are even or
not incident to any meta-cycle ofR, as otherwise we would use Lemma 11. Therefore set of meta-paths
between endpoints of R has positive weight, so also Rmax has positive weight. Then we use Lemma 9
with S = Rmax.
Otherwise, if it exists, let C be the meta-cycle of Q of non-positive weight incident only to one
endpoint ofR, say c. Once again c is even or not incident to any meta-cycle. LetR′ beR without meta-
cycles incident to c, but not to d (its weight is greater that R). Let us split C into two paths between a
and c and let P be lighter of them. Then R′ ∪ Q \ P is a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Finally suppose that all cycles of Q incident to any endpoint of R are positive. Let C denote these
cycles, let C be one of them incident to c and let P be lighter sub-path of C between a and c. Then
R′ ∪ C \ P is a canonical path of positive weight.
Case: a ∈ R
If a lies on positive cycle of R incident to only one of its endpoints then we use Lemma 10. Let us
consider the case when a lies on some non-positive cycle C of R incident to only one of its endpoints.
Let c be endpoint of R incident to C , which by Corollary 1 is even, let P be the heavier subpath of C
between a and c and let C be set of meta-cycles of R incident to c. Let D be any cycle of Q of non-
positive weight. If D does not contain d then Q \D ∪ R \ C ∪ P is a canonical path of weight greater
than Q. If D contains d, then d is even or not incident to any cycle ofR (otherwise we use Lemma 11).
Let P ′ be lighter subpath ofD between a and d. ThenQ\P ′ ∪R\ C ∪P is a canonical path of weight
greater than Q.
Now we assume that a does not lie on any meta-cycle of R, but it lies on some meta-path of R. If
R contains only one meta-path, then a splits R into two paths and let R′ be heavier of them. If R′ is a
canonical path we are done. Otherwise let c be the endpoint of R′. If all cycles of Q incident to c are
positive we add them to R′, thus creating positive canonical path. If c is incident to positive cycle, we
use Lemma 11. Otherwise path of R′ between c and a is positive, which we will denote as S. Let C be
non-positive cycle of Q incident to c. We split C into two paths between a and c and let P be lighter of
them. Then Q \ P ∪ S is a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Finally let us assume that R has many meta-paths and therefore c is odd and d is even. Firstly let
us assume that inR there is a positive meta-path S between one of its endpoints and a, that does not go
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through the other endpoint. If the endpoint of S is c we use Lemma 16. If the endpoint of S is d let R1
be the path ofR containing S and let Rmax be the heaviest path ofR, unless R1 is heaviest and then let
Rmax be the second heaviest path. Let C denote cycles ofR incident to c, but not to d. We may assume
that R1 \ S is non-positive, as we would have used previous case, so S ∪Rmax ∪ C is positive. If Rmax
is not incident to a we use Lemma 16 with Z = c /∈ Q S ∪Rmax ∪ C. If Rmax is incident to a, then we
split it into P1 between a and c and P2 between a and d. If P1 ∪ C is positive we use Lemma 15 with
Z = P1 ∪ C. Otherwise P2 ∪ S is positive so we choose any non-positive cycle of Q and replace it with
P2 ∪ S.
In case when all meta-paths of R incident to a are non-positive, let S denote those paths that are
not incident to a (it might be empty) and let C be cycles incident to c. We can assume that all paths
of R between c and a are non-positive, because otherwise we use Lemma 16. Let us consider S ∪ C,
which has positive weight as we only removed non-positive paths and cycles incident to even endpoint.
If it is a canonical path we are done. If c is fine and d is not we choose any path between a and d and
add it to R \ S (we still remove only non-positive paths). If d is fine and c is not then let P be a path
between a and c and let R1 be path between c and d containing P . If R1 \ P is positive then R1 \ P
with maximum meta-path of S and C is positive (because either maximum meta-path is positive or we
remove only non-positive paths) so we use Lemma 16. Otherwise S ∪C∪P is a positive canonical path.
Both c and d are not finee in S ∪C only if S contains odd number of paths and c ∈ Q. Then we choose a
cycle ofR incident to c (either one of C, or if it is empty we form cycle from two heaviest paths between
c and d) and use Lemma 11. ✷
Lemma 18. Suppose thatR has one endpoint, denoted by c. Let a and b be the endpoints ofQ (ifQ has
only one endpoint it will be denoted as a). Then there exists a canonical path of weight greater than Q.
Proof. IfR is a single meta-cycle and 1 /∈ B(c) then Q ∪R is a canonical path.
We know that R has positive weight, so there is at least one cycle in R of positive weight. In such
case, if c lies on Q then by Lemma 11 we are done.
If both endpoints of Q are fine in R then R is a canonical path with respect toM .
Now we assume that one endpoint of Q, say a, is not fine in R. a is incident to some number of
cycles ofR. If any of them, let us call it C , has non-positive weight, then we split it into two meta-paths
between a and c. We remove the lighter of these paths and obtain that way a canonical path, as degree
of c is odd and we decreased degree of a by 1.
If all cycles of R incident to a have positive weight, we consider any of them and let us call it C .
We split C into two paths, the same way as before. Let us consider heavier of these paths and call it P .
Let C be set of cycles ofR incident to a except the one with P . Then C ∪P is a positive canonical path.
In case when both endpoints of Q are not fine in R and incident to R we proceed similarly. If there
is no cycle incident to both a and b and all cycles incident to a are non-positive then we remove all those
cycles and proceed with b as before. If all cycles incident to a are positive we form a canonical path
from all them except one path between a and c (similarly as above). If there is cycle C incident to both a
and b we consider sub-path of C between a and b that does not contain c. If it is non-positive we remove
it and obtain a positive canonical path. Otherwise we use Lemma 9. ✷
✷
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